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Letters to the Editor: Educate people on the evolution of the virus Come on, you all could be using this pandemic as a teaching moment to educate people about evolution. Evolution is what is behind the COVID-19 virus trying to stay virulent. It's why people should jump

Former Angel Stadium grounds crewman Cole Irvin to pitch for A's at his old job site He'll also have fans on the Angel Stadium grounds crew. Irvin, the now-A's left-hander, worked on that grounds crew for Angels games while attending Servite High School in Anaheim. "I really believe he does

Southwest Airlines recovering after glitch grounds planes nationwide By Vanessa Arredondo Southwest Airlines was working to get flights back on track Tuesday afternoon after a technical issue temporarily grounded all flights across the country for the second time in 24 hours. The
Evolution of A's Matt Olson: From swinging and missing to landing in All-Star Game
Not many people know Olson's swing like Eric Martins, the A's assistant hitting coach who worked with Olson in the minors and has had a front-row seat to the lefty swinger's evolution of hitting.

VTA grounds light-rail service indefinitely in aftermath of mass shooting
VTA grounds light-rail service in shooting aftermath By Matthias Gafni As the Valley Transportation Authority mourns the nine employees shot to death last week by one of their own, the transit agency announced.

Superman and Lois through the years: The evolution of a superpowered couple
Datebook | San Francisco Arts & Entertainment Guide
Zaki Hasan
Elizabeth Tulloch plays Lois Lane and Tyler Hoechlin is Clark Kent in "Superman & Lois."
Photo: Dean Buscher, The CW
From his first appearance on
In *WandaVision*, undercover superheroes flip channels through evolution of sitcoms

Datebook | San Francisco Arts & Entertainment Guide

Bob Strauss

Paul Bettany as Vision and Elizabeth Olsen as Wanda Maximoff in Marvel Studios' *WandaVision.* Photo: Marvel Studios

Blockbuster comic book movie

Charts show the evolution of the pandemic in California and Bay Area counties By Kellie Hwang

November ended with a grim pandemic outlook in the Bay Area and California, as coronavirus cases and hospitalizations continue to climb. A look at the progression of the pandemic as a whole shows

FEMA: PG&E's poor power line maintenance means it intentionally caused fires

PG&E and lawyers for a committee of fire victims involved in the case urged Montali, the bankruptcy judge, to reject FEMA's claim and another one from the California Governor's Office of Emergency Services on
Sonoma County imposes $6,000 fine on Healdsburg run promoter on health grounds Run organizer faces $6,140 fine on county health order By Michael Cabanatuan Sonoma County has fined an event promoter more than $6,000 for staging what it says were illegal in-person foot races on Halloween in

Let's include everyone in the city's next evolution But when I think about Momah's declaration, I'm hopeful that this time of evolution has the potential to lift us all.

Review: In 'Grounds,' sisters embark on a series of (mis)adventures to find their mother Vanessa Veselka's "The Great Offshore Grounds," her second novel after the PEN/Robert W.  Vanessa Veselka, author of "The Great Offshore Grounds." "The Great Offshore Grounds" By Vanessa Veselka Knopf (448 pages; $27.95)
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